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if you are looking to convert a pes file to a dst file, make sure that you are using the same embroidery machine as the software. embroiderydesigns.com does not provide this service. otherwise, it is just like opening a file in word and making the changes on your pc. the bernina artlink 7
embroidery software is a powerful tool that helps demanding embroiderers visualize and design their projects. the preview features let you judge the effect of your color combinations with confidence, before you stitch out your project. thread-color changes are quick and easy thanks to the

built-in charts, and the embroidery software helps you select the right thread by clearly displaying the thread palettes of a number of major manufacturers. you can rest assured that your results will be identical to the preview, with the embroidery software ensuring the perfect match of
design and execution. the native file format developed by wilcom is called.emb, and is now available within hatch embroidery software for home embroiders. it is by far the most advanced native file format available.the wilcom platform is both intuitive and intelligent. it puts the user on

autopilot and helps choose the right properties for creating production-friendly designs at the click of a button. resizing designs, changing fabric types, and generating object-based lettering is something the home industry has never truly seen until now. once you have downloaded the right
files, you are ready to install the software. at first, you might have to manually install the fonttools required by the software. there are instructions for this in the installation file. you can also read the wilcom truesizer forum for more information on the installation and using of this software.

but, i did it without those instructions and it worked fine.
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